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THE COLOURED EDUCATION COMMISSION 

Obviously the Coloured Education 
Commission did not wish to share in the 
glare of publicity accorded the Bantu 
Education Act. Hence its Report 
appeared couched in ambiguous terms, 
starting off with an acknowledgement 
of the truism that there can be no 
justification for a distinction between 
courses of study for the Coloured child 
and those for the White child. 

However, what is justifiable and 
what is politically necessary are two 
different matters. The Commission 
had to satisfy herrenvolk political 
requirements with regard to the 
Coloured people. The mode of 
procedure it adopted was not to commit 
itself to any blue-prints, confining 
itself to endorsing and amplifying 
principles already established by the 
powers that be. The onus for evolving 
the exact means to be used in 
accomplishing 'Coloured1 education is 
removed fairly and squarely to the 
Cape Provineiwl Administration and 
!other bodies'• 

The situation has allowed it to do 
soj for, apart from the fact that 
'Bant.uisation1 is not proceeding as 
smoothly as the herrenvolk.had hoped, 
the machinery for regimenting and 
controlling the Coloured people, the 
C.A.D. and the C.A.C., are still in 
the initial stages of their develop
ment. 

Except for the fact that, because 
old illusions have lost a' lot of their 
effect, the process of bringing the Col. 
people within the orbit of the C.A.D. 
and building up a corps of quislings to 
work !Golouredisationf must needs be 
more insiduous, the period resembles 
somewhat the days of the passing of the 
Native Acts. New 'friends' of the Col. 
people appear every day, while farmers, 
sociologists, the D.R.C., industrialists, 
are busily engaged in the problem of 
classifying this entity, the Coloured 

!volkTin respect of their potentialities 
for the labour market. 

Viewed at from this angle, the 
Commission has done its fair share on 
the educational front. Even without 
the aid of legislation, merely with 
increased administrative measures, it 
will be possible, on the recommendations 
of the Commission to, e.g. : 

bring about more handwork and less 

academic/ 
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academic study in the schools; 

to Modify1 the existing syllabus accordingly? to the needs of urban, 
semi-industrial, rural areas, etc* ~ how far propaganda along these lines 
has already gone is demonstrated by the gentleman, who, like every quisling 
ready to forestall his masters^ related at the recent conference of the 
T.E.P.A* how he was instructing his pupils in a semi-industrial dorp of the 
W.P. in the making of fruit -boxes$ 

to further retard the education of the Coloured child by compulsorily 
raising the age of admission to schools to the seventh year, and also by 
drawing up special post-3oC, courses for the training of secondary school 
teachers,? 

to furtaer eliminate men from the teaching profession by raising the 
entrance qualifications to the training schools for men only to SoC, 

Prom the Report it may be presumed that transfer of Coloured education 
from mission control to state control lies in the future, while we need not 
even comment on what its proposals on ^Compulsoryf education amount to in 
actual facte 

The Commission's violent reaction to the non-collaborationist attitude 
of progressive teachers and their activities in'parent-teacher associations 
is symptomatic of the herrenvolk opinion of non-white intellectuals who do 
not conform to the system of oppression, Their philosophy of education 
allows for only one kind of intellectual - the policeman-intellectual. 

The stage is set for a struggle between the Herrenvolk and the liberatory 
movement for the minds and bodies of the people. Their aim is to enslave, 
ours to liberate I 

THE NURSING AMENDMENT BILL. 

It is not long since.nurses have.been organised on.any. appreciable scale 
into one body, the Nursing Association, under one head, the"Nursing Council. 
The stage has now been reached where it is found necessary to institute 
^control1 of various sections of the nurses, in particular the Non-European 
nurses. 

These have now become a 'threat1 to white nurses and to the established, 
order of things in S.Ac, by virtue of the fact that, by some oversight, they 
have been trained in the same courses, in some instances at the same 
institutions, enjoy equal ( horror of horrors! ) status with their white 
colleagues in the Nursing Association and Nursing Council, and may even 
represent themselves on the Board of the Association and the Council* 

In evidence submitted by interested parties to the Select Committee 
appointed in 1954 and now ready to draft a Bill, it is stated that the non 
white nurse is most unhappy under these conditions and*, needless to say, 
the white nurse is distressed« 

What is wanted is to institute a system of guardianship for the non-white 
nurse who clearly cannot assimilate the knowledge and ways of a 'foreign1 

culture* Before the dangerous stage is reached where she sees herself on a 
par in every way with the white nurse, the idea must quite definitely be 
impressed on her mind that she is an inferior by putting her on a separate 
register, giving her a separate course, separate uniforms, and above all, 
protecting her from herself in the nursing bodies, by replacing equal 
representation by apartheid representation; dummy advisory bodies ( standing 
committees ) anS Non-European representatives, or, going further with Eiselen, 
nursing committees under Bantu Authorities, with ?Bantu! nurs.es serving 
their 'own people1 in kraal hospitals in the reserves where the sick will 
be sent to die* 

Leaving aside the mentality and standard of civilisation and culture 
of people who can prescribe a breakfast of psc'hology and anthroplogy rather 
than bacon and eggs for the ailing? we consider the still grosser insults 
and degradation being heaped upon the men, women and children of this land. 
Even in sickness and in death the first consideration is to impress upon 
them that they are not human beings, with human needs, wants and feelings. 
And from those to whose care they are committed are to be wrested the means 
of rendering to these abandoned souls all the benefits of modern medical 
care* Instead they may be allowed to comfort them in their suffering with 
myths and fairy stories about the harmlessness of tokoloshes and the 
benefits of tribal customs and usages. 

We say to the nurses that the people will not suffer these further 
injuries to their open wounds-, and that we look tp them to reject outright 
these proposed amendments. Their struggle is ours, our struggle is theirs* 
Their is indeed no sphere of activity which stands outside and above the 
common need to live unfettered-, 

http://nurs.es
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HERE AND THERE by fair Play. 

"In life and in death". 

A fortnight ago,. Mrs* Sondlo of W.N•Township passed away quietly in the 
hands of her beloved son, Victor, our undaunted colleague* It was most 
pleasing to learn how all the Soyans on the ^and turned up to help with the 
funeral arrangements* Two Soyans delivered funeral speeches at the graveside. 
They pointed cut how the present death rate amongst non-whites was due to the 
rotteness of South African society and how it was incumbent on everyone present 
there to go back determined to fght against the factors which cause these 
daily deaths. We fight for the right to live. Ours is a struggle of life and 
death. Yea, we shall remember and. respect fighters for freedom like Mrs.SondloI 

N.U.S.A.S. brays and groans. 

Right from my College days I have had no time for those confused, bewilder
ed and conceited reformists styling themselves the National Union of South 
African Students. I, and most of my friends, have always found N.U.S.A.S. 
stinking and nauseating. Fortunately over ninety per cent of progressive 
S.African students, mainly lion-Europeans, long decided, to turn their backs on 
N.U.S.A.S. and. expend their energies in fighting for democracy in education. 
N.U.S.A.S. is fully inflated with the herronvolk ideologies of apartheid and 
baasskap and thev would do anything to prove their credentials. So wasn't I 
amused on seeing the following report: "The president of the National Union 
of South African Students (Mr.E.M.Wentsel) denied today that N.U.S.A.S. 
organised a picnic at V/inkelspruit, Natal South Coast, at which, it is alleged 
by a ationalist newspaper, Europeans and Hon-Europeans bathed together 
He said the picnic reported by the newspaper was organised by the National 
Catholic Federation of Students ......... But he had no jurisdiction over a 
function arranged by the federation..." ( The Cape Argus. 14/7/56.) 

Let Wentsel and his bedfellows bray and groan and rnoan and shout, proving 
to the world that they are "aparthei&ers"• The new youth, the progressive 
South African youth, shall not bo impressed. And last year we remember how 
N.U.S.A.S. resolved, not to say anything about the closing down of Fort %re. 
This continued behaviour of N.BI.S»A.S. should be a lesson to those political 
delinquents at Fort xare, the Youth Leaguers, who tried in vain to get Port 
Hare back to N.U.S.A.S. recently.. I long advised those boys that if they 
approached Soyans for political circumcision, then they would not make all 
these blunders. 

Home, Sweet £^mje. 

Whilst at work the other day, my ?bosf told me that two "girls" were 
waiting outside to see me. "Go, see them quick. I don't like no visitors 
here," said he, in the usual 'bos1 manner. These two ladies were nurses 
from a neighbouring hospital. They had come to request the Soyans to go and 
discuss the Nursing Amendment Bill with them. "We are really worried about . 
this abomination. Please, folks, acme any evening after 8", they said. 
"We shall only be too pleased to come," I said. You see, these young people 
know that the home of youth in South Africa is Soya. When a crisis arises they 
begin to know which way to turn. Ue live in a crisis. There is the Bantu-
isation and Hottentotieation of education, there is the Bantuisation of 
nursing and whatnot. All these things are a challenge to the Soyans. Chaps, 
letTs invade the hospitals and give our sisters the 'line1 and bring them 
home to Soya. 

"Proper Sportsmanship". 

Incidentally, I happen to belong to the highest body governing so-called 
Bantu Rugby in those parts. Last night a member of the Union moveds "That 
this X Bantu Rugby Union congratulated the All-Blacks for deflating the 
brutal and race mad Springboks in the first Test match. Special congratula
tions to Bill Gray, the Waori centre, who showed the Springboks that it is 
not colou* that matters in play but ability." The Seconder: "I second the 
motion because it shows we are proper sportsmen and we make no apologies 

for/ 
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for hating anyone who is net/1 The motion was passed unanimously. That 
night I was in the chair. Supposing I had to east my vote, for which side do 
you think I'd have done so? 

Companions in quislingitis, 

This disease, quislingitis, is terrible* The "Imvo" of the 14/7/56 reports 
xnat at the C^A.T.U* Conference in East London only two important speeches 
were made, one by Mayor Goddard and the other by the Location Superintendent, 
Venter, Lekalake, the President, thanked t$e two white friends in glowing 
terms* After that I suppose there was the usual celebrations at Milner Hotel, 
tennis playing, sight-seeing and socialising. Nothing about Bantu Education -
not a word or even show of concern about the children of the nation who are 
being butchered and mutilated mentally by the enemies of humanity. 

The same issue of the "Imvo11 reports that at Pretoria met another group of 
creatures - the Federation of African Teachers, It goes on to report that 
only one speaker touched on Bantu Education ~ a certain P.V.Mbatha, who took 
pains exhorting his fellow-travellers to go beyond the limits of Bantu 
Education and give the children more and proper education* The•paper reports 
that not a soul spoke. The/ were all dumb and quiet„ My grandma used to tell 
me ghosts are dumb and deaf. This conference reminded me of ghosts* These 
creatures are ghosts* Manhood has been' knocked out of them. Little wonder all 
they can do is stare at Mbatha* Oh, age of insanity! And do you know who 
else was there and addressed the teachers in the usual non-committal, 
collaborationist phraseology? ~ Professor Z*K.Mat thews, acting Principal of 
Fort Hare * 

And about the same time I.E.P.A- (the Teachers1 Educational and Professional 
Association) was meeting in Capo Town. This gentry pledged themselves to 
work the hottentotisation of education for the Coloured child. All these 
things really happened. So you can see how companions~in-quislingitis can 
always meet at the same time, say and do exactly the same disgraceful things. 
Anyone who does not wan£ to fight to live has no right to live* 

Well done, "Topples". 

The A*A*C* Executive meeting at the Banqueting Hall, Cape .Town, on the 
1st July? was a bumper success* There was not even standing room and all the 
speakers were in peak form. The audience was kept spell-bound from 2.30 p*m. 
to 6 p.m. Soyans have been asked several times in buses and trains? ff when will 
those men address us again." The ground has been prepared for the formation 
of more and more Convention branches* Convention shall grow stronger and 
stronger in the Peninsula* Thanks to the fTopples1 who delivered the goods. 
Well done,fTopples*• Please come again! 

ooooooooooooOoooooocooooo 

The Place of the Individual in__the Movement. 

All living organisms are made up of a collection of small cells which 
cannot live as individual cells unless they collect to form part of a 
community each and all depending on the other for one thing or the other. 
What is a Human being without the special cells of the brain, without the 
special cells of the Digestive system, etc*? 

Why is it that stomach trouble causes frequent headaches and loss of 
weight? Why is it that headache causes faulty sight? Why is it that a 
deficiency in the endocrine system causes a physical as well as mental default? 

Now, what about Human society., which is made up of small cells, just as 
the small cells of an animal go to make the whole animal. How is it that a 
murder in Johannesburg, for example, can affect people in two or more different 
parts of the world at one and the same time? How is it that a small rising in 
one part of the world can cause a World War or become an International affair? 
How was it that a Lock strike in England affected Cape Docks? 

I have indicated that Human Society is just like any other living organism, 
capable of growing, feeding and degenerating or even dying. 

The Unity Movement is just such another living organism. Each single one 
of us is just part of the main* We have no way of disconnecting ourselves 
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from the main or else wc wither or rot just like a tail that has been cut from 
a donkey? sheep, oto%? or a leaf that has dropped from the parent. Remember, 
the main animal er tree will not wither until maturity stage has passed. 

vny one part of the body system that tends to be faulty in performing 
its functions weakens other-part3 of the body as well? and this is what certain 
individuals are capable of doing in the movement* 

Like all. living things the society can replace worn-out tissues». Remember, 
too, when one of us baa been banned, victimised or intimidated we always have 
someone to replace him or her* In this way we repair the wounded body* 

Finally? fellow-fighters, we have food ever flowing* And we have lymph-or 
blood to carry this nutricious food. Surely, we know what it is? - (Literature 
papers, books). And where is lymph? Lymph carries food to all parts of the " 
body and so does the "Bxesti to our ever scattered individual members• What is 
this done for? for growth and repair work, 

'But there is hunger in the midst of plenty* We cannot take the food becaus 
i& is too far from us and we are not prepared to make an effort to get it. 
W do not get food because vie want it to come to us, and the result is atrchy* 
e 

ouo 00 0000.000C0 00c 00000000 

"ElilHIKD SHE IRON BARSV,-

( Specially written for "The 30YA.N" by J •He SALIWA ) 

It is my duty to report fully on ay deportation and for this purpose I 
have selected the above title for a book I am writing on my experiences on or 
round about the most important time of my life* .. It is with the greatest 
pleasure that I release this chapter as a special contribution to the nSOYANM 

for the immediate benefit of the Society of Young Africa, in whom I place 
fall confidence and perfect hope in utilising their inexhaustive powers and 
efforts to achieve full freedom and complote citizen rights for the oppressed 
peoples of South Africa* 

I trust that this sample story will not only interest,.but also serve- a 
useful purpose to many a member of the Society of Young Africa' who might 
sooner or later find hin/herself faced with the same hard but interesting 
experiences as I have recently gone through* 

It was on Saturday, 19th September* 1953, when I received a note from the 
Naoive Commissioned asking me to call at his office to discuss some matter 
of importance with him* I became somewhat suspicious because the constable 
who brought the letter was accompanied by two men of my•neighbourhood who 
said they wbro asked by him to witness the delivery-of the letter. 

However, I called on the Native Commissioner the following Monday* He 
first asked me to give him five minutes to clear matters he was attending to 
at the moment* And when I called again and found him.on the telephone, he 
said he would call me as soon as he had finished speaking. He did so and I 
found him with a sergeant of the local police standing to stiff attention* 
He gave me a copy of the original order which he exhibited, sayings "I have 
been instructed to serve this on you, this is the original J1 

In the order fche lovcrnor-G-eneral said it had been made to appear to him 
that 1 was conducting or actively assisting in a campaign-of antagonism and 
defiance towards administrative measures in the district 6f Glen Grey. He was 
satisfied that my presence in the said district was inimical to the peace, 
order and good government of the Natives therein and it was expedient in the 
general public interest that I withdraw therefrom: ho, therefore, by virtue 
of the powers vested in him by section 5 (i) (b) of -et No. 38 of 1927 as 
amended, ordered me to withdraw from ray residence forthwith on the service of 
the order on me to Pietersburg district, to report to a Trust official every 
Wednesday before 5 p.m. and not to leave the district of Pietersburg except 
with th'3 written permission of the Secretary for Native Affairs first had and 
f, "k -!-- o ••? vi p, n 

i;What are you going to do?,! demanded the Native Commissioner. 

"I cannot/ 
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"I cannot tell before I consult the law,11 was my reply. 

"This order says you must go forthwith/1 put in the sergeant* I pointed 
out to him that the Native Commissioner wanted to know whether I was going 
to do that or not and I could not answer him .until I saw the law on the point. 
At last I was allowed time until the evening of the following day ay which 
time I should leave for Pietersburg, 

I went immediately to my lawyer1s office. Mr, and Mrs. Tsotsi were 
terribly shocked with the news and I v/as myself seriously disturbed, but had 
collected myself together by then and ao I told them there was no time to 
ponder ovei? the evil but to turn our minds on what to do. So, the next minute 
found Mr Tsotsi and me turning up the law books on previous cases and the Act 
itself. Mvs. Tsotsi was quickly at the typewriter typing out copies of the 
1952 amendment. Mr.Tsotsi left for Queenstown and I for my house.. 

My wife,and my brother took it very hard, but them too, I told we had no 
time but to act and that very wisely. We left my wife preparing a chicken 
and other provisions for the journey and there was no sleep for my brother and 
myself/ 

The following afternoon I reported to the Native Commissioner and askod him 
to extend the time at least; for a week. There wore certain urgent matters to 
be settled and it was imperative that I raise some money to leave the family 
provided for. That simply could not be done. He had gone out of his way 
already in allowing me even the one day, 

Tho only thing left was to agree to comply...with the order* 1 asked if the 
Government was going to provide for my family*' living or whether work would 
be provided me at Pietersburg so that at least I could support ray family with 
remittances from my earnings. He said all he was told to do was to serve, the 
order, give me a rail warrant, £2 in cash to tide me over for the first month 
at Pietersburg, and rations for the Journey, but" nothing more. I asked him to 
make arrangements for my employment at least, because then I would, take the de
portation quite easily as our men are accustomed to leave their families for 
long periods to earn money for a living, lie said the place 1 was going to 
was a Trust area and. he would recommend that 1 get a clerical job there• 
So after receiving the above-stated articles plus a pass 1 left, it having been 
agreed.that I would leave by the first bus the next morning, as there were no 
more buses for Queenstov/n station that afternoon. 

The life of a peasant is really a hard one, with the droughts that are 
so prevalent in our. reserves, as we depend chiefly on crops and livestock 
breeding which pays only between long intervals. The years 1952 and 1953 
were just the hardest for me as we had a sick child who passed away at the 
beginning of 1953 and we could not attend to our farming properly. My 
trouble was now how to leave my poor wife with five children with practically 
nothing to live on.as we had reaped very little during the 1953 harvest season. 
So 1. decided to go' to East London to seek financial help from my brothers who 
worked there- In the meantime, the Station Commandant reported to his 
headquarters that I had. left for Pietersburg on the 23rd September, 1953, but 
reports from Pietersburg said I had not arrived there and the police and 
magistrates of Lady Frerc were not a little troubled; they got too busy 
inquiring and hunting for me. 

(NEXT INSTALMENT will deal with r^ arrest and actual removal to Pietersburg.) 

o O o — — 

"" 5??22L._25 _OHLANGKE ^INSTITUTE ~ 

In view of the fact that the local press has published no. news regarding 
the matter, the Durban Branch of S«,0«Y.A* takes it upon itself to issue a state
ment on a tragic and sorry incident which took place at Ohlange Institute. 
The authorities of Ohlange Institute did everything in their power to suppress 
the information from the public. 

On Monday, the 14th of May, 1956, there was a tribal fight among the 
students of Ohlange Institute. The initial reason for the fight was the 
suspension from the Institution of a son of a Zulu chief. On tracing the 
incident, we found that:-

On/.* 
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On Sunday, the 13* r. :f May, a prefect from the Transvaal reported a 
student to the-authorities for misconduct* The student in question is the 
son of a Zulu chief. The Natal students apparently took exception to the 
action of the prefect* This student was called "by the authorities for 
questioning• - He was suspended from the Institution for a month* 

On"the 14th of May, as the students were leaving the Church Hall where 
they had been watching an educational film, the- Natal students formed them
selves into a group quite apart from the other students* The latter decided 
to assemble in front of their dormitories. Then, without -warning,., the Natal 
students attacked the other students with stones. 

The numbers of the staff had, before the fight started, removed their 
families to the Girls' Hostel which was a distance away from the expected 
scene of trouble. The Principal also absented himself from the Institution 
that night/ The fight started at 11 p.m. and went on until 2 a.m. the 
following day when the police, together with the Principal arrived, and 
restored order. 

The Principal asked the police to leave the matter to him. " The police 
agreed on the proviso that the parties to the fight were duly punished. A 
number of small boys from the Transvaal were called to narrate what had 
happened and several students from Natal were called to account for their 
part in the fight. They gave no sound reason, but it is known that they 
nurse imagined or real grievances against the other students in respect of 
representation in the activities of the Institution. However, no intensity 
of feeling of the kind shown in the attack was expected by the other students. 

All the students who were a party to the fight were fined £1 each and 
in addition the Natal students had to do manual labour for ten days* 

About 13 students, mostly from the Transvaal, felt that they could not 
stay at Ohlange any longer and left* Later on several other students left 

It is incumbent on us to place the incident in its rightful place* 
True it is that by fighting amongst themselves and on trioal lines, the 
students acted in a grossly irresponsible manner. But the incident ibaoi-f 
is merely a spark from a fire. The students are, in point of fact, victims 
of circumstance. The answer to the problem lies in the fact that this blight 
of tribalism is prevalent amongst a large section of the Africans in this 
country and our educational institutions arc equally infected with it. 
But the most gloomy aspect of the situation Is that there are still 
"intellectuals11 who do nothing about it. This is illustrated by the fact 
that the teachers at Ohlange Institute know of the existence of these tribal 
feuds amongst the students, and they not only connive at but countenance them 
by their failure to instil healthy Ideas into the studentsf • minds. Not only 
could they have stopped the fight, but they could have uprooted tribalism 
itself which Is the source of these clashes- . -

We strongly appeal to the students in particular and to the Non-European 
people in general, to fight this monster of tribalism which is a blatant 
impediment to the real unity jf the Non-European oppressed people. 

— o O o — - - ~ 

- AN _APPROACH^ TO OUR DEMANDS ~ 

Some "reasonable", "sober" and "moderate" intellectuals have suggested 
that "demands" :1s rather too crude, uncouth and ungentlemanly a word to use 
when the oppressed people of South Africa stake their claim to their 
inalienable rights in the land of their birth. These worthies have suggested 
the use of "requests*' or "privileges". We reject these euphemistic and 
mealy-mouthed words,- because the ruling class has cruelly and savagely denuded 
the non-white oppressed of all human rights. "Demands" is the only and 
proper 'word to use. 'These mannered, Lilliputian intellectuals upon whom 
this word grates, seek to perpetuate the dangerous idea that freedom shall 
be handed to the oppressed non-whites on,a platter. The weed is addressed 
not.to the oppressor, but to the oppressed people themselves* The word 
"demands" does not mean the dispatch of a thundering ultimatum to the powers 

tna t/«•« 
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that be* True freedom is the reward only cf a hard, struggle. 

It is not necessary 'uo give a recitation of our demands. Suffice it to 
say9 the minimum demands of the oppressed people of South Africa are found in 
the 10-Point Programmer, which has sprung from the historieo-socio-political 
conclusions of South Africa, It is not the brainwave of any individuals. 
With time an-"' place it may change slightly but not fundamentally. It sh' uld 
not be viewed so much as ten points than as the picture of the society tin'u 
the oppressed envisage. 

As it can be seen from the foregoing, a people desiring to assert its 
demands must understand the nature of its society. The people must know 
why and how they are oppressed, so as to be able to know why and how they must 
liberate themselves. The demands of a people should come from the concrete 
conditions in society. The demands should reflect what the people want and 
what they are denied. Our major demand is the liquidation of the status quo« 
This does not mean a replacement of white domination by black domination* 
white chauvinism by black chauvinism* but that we are striving for a society 
free from colour prejudice; a society in which unqualified equality is the 
highest moral standard; a society with no Immorality and Mixed Marriages 
Acts which pervert morality to the extent of denying love of a person of a 
different skin colour. 

The first point in the lG~Poin,> Programme is the jJIran̂ n;£e>? i.e. the 
right of every man and woman over the age of 21 to elect and be elected to 
Parliament3 Provincial councils and all other Divisional and Municipal councils. 
This is the right of all adults* except incurable lunatics, for representation 
in the governing bodies of the country. 

This first point is the key to an understanding of the nature of 
oppression. All our disabilities flow from the fact that we are not 
represented in the governing bodies of the country. #e reject the very South 
Africa Act of 1910 as the Disfranchisement Act which placed the Non-whites 
outside the body politic of the country. It is this Colour Bar Act that 
makes non-whites outcasts in the Union of South Africa* for the Constitution 
states that "there shall be no equality between White and Black in Church o? 
State11 • All the other laws are a natural consequence of the South Africa Act. 
The Act loudly proclaims that herrcnvolkism shall hold sway in South Africa 
for the Franchise is made the sole monopoly- of the "Master-Race"« The 
oppressed people see the Franchise and Parliament as the engine of the 
machinery of oppression* for it is through Parliament that the anti-non-white 
laws are made. Membership to any governing body must not be determined by 
skin colour* skull shape and nose length. 

We are at present witnessing inroads into the last vestiges of the loaded 
Coloured franchise. A parliament* fully representative of the people * could 
not let loose such dastardly barrages of attack on the rights of the people. 
To mention a few Acts* there are the various misrepresentation acts* 
Separate Amenities and Public Safety Acts* Bantu Education Act and. the Bantu 
Authorities Acts* and a string of other obnoxious pieces of legislation. 

In South Africa an untenable position obtains where the many labour for 
the few ruling class members; where the toiling masses do not enjoy the 
fruits of their labours? where the exploitation of man by man is an accepted 
way of living. The South African society is therefore divided into two 
irreconcilable camps - the camp of white citizen masters and the camp of non-
white* non-citizen slaves who have been stripped of all political rights and 
function only as drawers of water and hewers of wood. 

We demand an end to this exploitation of the non-whites by the ruling 
class;. The majority of South Africans should not be regarded as vast hordes 
of cheap labourers or baggage animals for the comfort of the Herrenvolk. 
With this view of the South African herrenvolk society* we should not be 
deceived into an acceptance of the Nkrumah-Uehru type of "independence" where 
the aboriginal people elect men of their colour to administer ffir imperialism 
whilst the plight of the toiling masses has not altered. livery man* whether 
ignorant of the three R?s or not* wants to live deeenaly in a good home in order 
to have a longer span of life. Life* as the right of all human beings, is 
our demand. If we do not instil a hatred for this parasitic mode of living* 
admission into the governing bodies may not affect the sorry lot of the toiling 
masses who shall have been used as the sinews of the struggle for that 
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liberation* Wo do not .̂r-vy the position of oppressors* We do not want to 
entrench ourselves in Parliament in order to oppress the non-oppressors. 

We demand the redistribution of the -land in accordance with the needs 
of xill the people, irrespective of:their skin-colour. We reject the present 
system whore the oppressed are'pushed into- compounds; labour camps and 
reservoirs of cheap labour going under the sweet name of Reserves* The 
•oppressed people reject territorial segregation? together with its myth ot 
"the natural home" ox this or that -particular section of the oppressed * Cur 
demands are not the Rehabilitation Scheme, Group Areas or the recommendations 
of a Tornlinson.? but more land, A farmer, irrespective of skin-colour? should 
get a piece of land anywhere in South Africa and should also receive the same \ 
state subsidy as any other farmer. South Africa is the home of all who are 
born here* We reject the Reserves which are reservoirs of cheap,, migratoryc 
black labour for the mines? farms and factories* These people who have bee;:, 
deceived into believing that their natural homes are in the Reserves are the 
pillars of the South African economy and spend most of their life-time in 
these industrial areas* They are squeezed through the bottleneck of labour 
bureaux to the mines and factories, and kraaled in compounds and locations* 
In. these compounds? the my4:h of a homo somewhere in the country discourages 
the very important realisation of all workers that the interests of one are 
best promoted by a union of all* People should not.be worker-peasants* 
In the.demand for.the equal redistiibution of the land is implied the total 
rejection of chimeras like the South Africa Trust and Land Act of 1936? the 
Group Areas Act and the Urban Areas Consolidation Act. 

•Another very important demand, especially at this time? is freedom of 
speech? press? meetings? association? movement .and occupation* At no time 
in the history,of South Africa have these freedoms ever been threatened as 
they, are at the present moment* However? the onslaught on these rights is 
a sign that Herrenvolkism is in its death throes. As if the Riotous 
Assemblies Act and the Suppression of Communism Act? by which I.B* Tabata has 
been confined to the Western Gape and denied the right of attending gatherings. 
were not enough? the Herrenvolk are busy making the Natives (Prohibition of 
Interdicts) Bill hj which Verwoord may deport any African without any right 
of review or appeal in court. except from the place of exile? or the bill to 
amend the. Natives (Urban Areas) Consolidation Act-by which a municipality 
may banish any African, and if the banishment is not carried out? send the 
.African to a political prison called a work colony. The Native Administration 
Amendment Bill empowers the Governor-General to deport and imprison so-called 
agitators without trial'. These are signs of a desperate'herrenvolk trying 
to maintain a dying society* The progress, of' the liberatory struggle has 
forced the South African herrenvolk to make such .dastardly pieces of 
legislation, which may be regarded as the' groans and roars of a stricken beast 
about, to be thrown into an abyss. Whilst these inroads into our rights should 
be regarded as the rumblings and crackings .of a. Herrenvolk edifice about to 
.fall, this must not make the oppressed, so complacent as to think that 
herrenvolkism will die.on its own. Herrenvolkism is being destroyed? and this 
has to be done to the. very end. The popular saying that herrenvolkism bears 
the seeds of its own destruction must be taken with meticulous care, because 
the death of herrenvolkism is accelerated only from outside of itself« 

This brings us to the need for purposeful organisation of the struggles of 
the people on a principled basis. This alone will halt herrenvolkism. 
The ."Torch" puts, this matter..aptly when it says? HWe know, everybody knows, 
the cold.and consuming anger of the non-white population over disfra^.^.isemCnt, 
slave education? Bantu authorities, trade union and job'and transport apxu ^n±<i 
over the whole foul miasma. But" anger, is not enough. Organised, intj^ra^ed? 
natd^liri2ia^ JSF* .:oiplod'.str^n' a^j^o^nlvJiLv of &fcgg.otiyely...j£lgS.ti?g M£J£? 
~(vf IT 756T7~ " ™ * — - — -

These inroaus into the freedom.of speoeh, thought and expression are 
intended to'raiisslG and gag not only the so-called agitators but the whole 
oppressed non-white population. The aim is to silence the leadership and thus 
emasculate the liberatory struggle* 

In his struggle for existence, man conquers and harnesses the forces of 
nature, to his- advantage. He equips himself with the.Ideological and 
mechanical tools with which he satisfies .his manifold demands. The power to 
achieve these demands is in man himself. Our demands must be firmly anchored 
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in the future* Let us struggle for a new society, free from oppression and 
exploitation. Let-us take courage from the great novelist who said: 

"We are the people who build churches and factories, who forge chains and? 
mono- c We are that living force by which all are fed and sustained from the 
cradle to the grave. Always and everywhere we are the first to work and the 
last to get any consideration* Who has ever done the slightest thing fvr 
our welfare? Does anyone ever regard us as human beings? We111 never ••vin" 
a better lot for ourselves until we realise that we are all comrades, a family 
of friends tightly bound '"oy the simple desire to fight for our rights," 

SHE_ ^AGE_0i;_THEw AFRICAN IN^ THE^^AGRICULTURAL ^SET^UP 

OF ^SOUTH_ AFRICA 

The question as to what part the African plays in the agricultural system 
of this country is of considerable interest and more considerable importance* 
As is well known today? Africans who leave the reserves in quest of work 
invariably go to seek work in the Industrial centres., and it is only in very,, 
very rare circumstances that you find one elated about going to work on the 
farms. And yet the farms require labourers so much that there has always.... 
been a chronic shortage of farm labourers. It is our task therefore to 
discover why the African, who is said to have been an agriculturalist before 
the Europeans came, of late displays such a wonderful relish for the hectic 
town life and demonstrates a proclivity to abandon that Arcadian existence 
which'agriculture? either Independently or in employment, would offer him* 

xo begin with? I must make; it clear that the Africans have , like every 
one else, always liked to till the soil and enjoy the fruits thereof, not on 
the basis of the herrenvolk claim that Hhis ancestors were agricultural 
farmers", but purely and simply because in whatever country, the soil is there 
to be tilled by the inhabitants of that country* Proof of this lies in the 
fact that Africans took the least opportunities to buy farms in places like 
Cathcart, in the Ciskei, Cala in the Iranskei, and a number of other such 
places here and there throughout the Union. These African farmers, however, 
have laboured under difficulties, such difficulties emanating especially 
from Parliamentary legislation. It is clear from the administration of the 
legislation affecting African owners of farms that the end of aim is to force 
them, to abandon their farms* 2o quote an examples in March this year, the 
farmers in the Cathcart District were charged for breaking one or other of 
the numerous restrictions placed upon them. One of these farmers had to 
answer to the charge of keeping Three "Native male adults5' on 'che farm without 
reporting to a certain white officer, called the Inspector of Privabo -
Locations, These throe persons turned out to be not only relatives of ^o 
farm owner, but also physically indisposed men who were born on the farm? ana 
earned their living hy performing minor tasks on the farm, more or less getting 
free board and lodging. You will see, therefore, how easy it will be for 
the Herrenvolk to stop Africans from owning farms because they "break the laws 
governing them" ~ as if the law ever cares when a European farmer keeps his 
friends, relatives, etc, on his farm* 

But the herrenvolk never stop at violence; they always employ cunning 
in order to achieve their ends. Thus the officials of the Native Trust have 
approached, one African farmer and "advised" him that he must virtually hand 
over to the Trust all the working of. the farm; the Trust will use "advanced 
methods" to cultivate the land for him, and just pay him out of the proceeds, 
This has been quickly seen as a way of denuding bhr, African farmers of all 
manner of control of their farms. 

To cut a lorn;; story short, then, the position is that dispossession 
deprived quite 98% of the Africans of the right to have farms, and even the 
2°jo who have them are being forced away from them by the subtlety of legislation 
and the administration of such legislation. For the rest, we find that 
Africans carry on veiy little agriculture as peasants, and since'their reserves 
are the worst parts of the country, they canrt make much of this, and they irnr 
go and seek work abroad* As pointed out above, people always go and seek 
work in the industrial centres, the cities, Ey the way, the fact that the 
Africans invariably prefer to go to the cities is an absolute denial.of the 
allegation that they "like the oast, they like to do like their ancestors", 
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for if that were the gu.:" 6i -eg principle ? then thoy would seek employment on the 
farms where they would resume their "ancestors' way,of life", namely, working 
with cattle and sheep and tilling the soil, and generally dealing with the 
products of eke c^rthv 

i now set out to consider briefly the reasons why ther,, is always a 
chronic shortage of farm labour,.and what should be done to solve this important 
problem. Well do we know, of course, that out of roughly ten million Af,..... cans , 
the actual workers must be mala and between the agesof 16 and 65, so that, only 
about 2 million*, and not more ? Africans are there to supply the labour needs. 
of primary and secondary industry, i.e* the mines and the factories* Then, 
also, a large-number of 16-65-agod males are employed by private employers, 
while further thousands are in the various high, secondary and training schools 
and Government employment such as the civil service, teaching, etc. This, in 
•fact, explains why the Union has always had to get mine-workers from 
territories outside the Union* How much worse the position, therefore, for 
the farms? But this does not wholly explain the chronic shortage of farm 
labour. Lot me draw your attention to the findings of the 1937 Committee of 
Enquiry into this shortage (and its then findings are relevant to the situation 
today, twenty years later!)a Ihis Committee found as reasons for the shortages 

(a; that farming was finding it difficult to compete with other industries, 
especially as far as cash wages are concerned; 

(b) social life? in general, on the farms did not appeal to anyone; 

(c) that the African had "changed" and was inclined to leave his master at 
the slightest provocation, whereas, in the past, the Commissioners felt, 
the African had always been prepared to take what was given to him 
without any qualms; 

(d) that- the Government was doing too much for the Africans by way of 
relief in the reserves in times of droughty and also buying land.for them. 

These, of course, are the external causes of the shortage as given by 
the farmers to the Commissioners who interviewed them. The actual and internal 
caus e s can be summaris0d as fo110ws 2 

(a) Educational facilities at the farms are defunct and nobody wants his 
child to thrive in darkness* 

(b) The farmer of today has changed. Now that; land has become industrialised 
farmers no longer do what the workers always liked in the past, viz., allow 
them in return for work on the farms a piece of land to till for themselves 

and a] so the enjoyment of some grassing rights. Nowadays the farmers 
merely give their labourers rations9 and nothing more. 

(c) Other factors to take into consideration are the social amenities 
available in the towns, which are altogether lacking on the farms. 
Consider the housing position on the farms, Consider transport and all 
the other aspects of stagnation inherent in farm life. 

The internal causes briefly listed above show beyond, doubt that the African 
admires decent living conditions and education - nay, modernity as a whole, 
and would, sooner abandon even tve supposed-to-be "ancestral" way of living in 
quest of better conditions* 

And so to pass on to consider, finally, what steps should be taken to 
solve the problem of the shortage of farm labour0 To this end, 1 must right 
away point out that the reason why the Herrenvolk are at ail times faced with 
this shortage is because they fail to go to the heart of the matter. The 
first dut;y that has to be acoorrrpli.sh.ed in order to abolish the shortage of 
farm labour is trr abr. •..ition of the o.-w ? u r >>ar 30 that anyone who has an 
aptitude for farming, .Irrespective of eolow-, rr-v possess his own farm. "Chis 
means an equal division 01 lan^ GO ail who cultivate it. Nay,, all I may wish 
to say in this paragraph is well said in verso six of \,he poem appearing in 
the.last issue ef the SOYAN, running 'thus: 

In Freedom?s State no baasskap bars are :found.? 
1 Gainst race or colour, sex or creed, 
To ail who cultivate it land is bound 
In equal shares by law decreed. 

If this were done, then a great measure of success would have been achieved 
in solving the labour problem in agriculture, because no single individual 
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would own as many merge "f land, or as much steck to be cared for by numerous 
herdboys, as the white farmers possess today. . Also, the farmers in Freedom's 
state v/ould be looking forward to using their produce for local benefit and 
not for sale overseas at magnificent profits as is the present-day purpose of 
Sout.:, African farming* 

Then follow a set of other (perhaps academic? and thus obvious;, steps that 
any Freedomfs state would, certainly take to curb labour shortages in 
agriculture, ' Skilled manpower would have to be employed on the farms? so 
that more work could bo carried out than is the case with untrained labour* 
Also the terms and conditions of farm labour would, be improved so as to ensure 
attraction and offer security of tenure to the employees* Further, as in 
industry, legislation would have to l>o brought about for the welfare of farm 
labourers J legislation such as the Factories Act, the Workmen's Compensation 
Act7 the Unemployment Insurance Act, etc* Mechanisation of labour and the 
application of scientific knowledge to agriculture are further methods which 
would be used to ensure unparasitic farming. 

_ o0o-~ 

- RETRIBALISAIPION OF A PEOPLE ~ 

The topic as it stands acknowledges that the African people were living as 
tribes some years back* This being as it is, should be examined thoroughly„ 
We must study the form of this tribalism and also how these tribes were 
related to one another. 

The Africans before the arrival of the white man may be divided into 
three categories, the Abatwa, the Khoikhoin and the Bantu, as they are called. 
Those people are grouped thus because of their way of living* The Abatwa 
were hunters and as such, had to travel around seeking spots with abundant 
game. They could not hunt where other people were settled because game would 
not be found there* The Khoikhoin wore also hunters but were inclined to 
settle a while in one place* The Bantu were a pastoral group. They had 
developed further and tilled the soil as well* As I have said, hunters would 
not be found in places where there was a settled population, and thus no great 
mingling took place between the two tribes of the Abatwa and the Khoikhoin and 
the Bantu© The herrenvolk interpreted this situation as meaning that the 
Abatwa were chased by the Khoikhoin, the Khoikhoin by the Bantu, There may 
have been fights among these groups, but these fights arose as the result of 
famine, When'there was a drought, game became scarce and the hunter group. 
would seek survival by way of hunting the cattle of the pastoral group. 
But this was rare and there was respect for each other!s way of life. 

The European policy has exterminated the Abatwa and the Khoikhoin and we 
shall now deal with tribalism within the Bantu group. These Abantu, the 
People, were divided into family groups with no commerce and industry, i*e*9 
Capitalism was unknown-to them* They lived a communal life with a few things 
regarded as personal property. 

The herrenvolk, on coming into contact with these people, found that they 
were not to be taken lightly. The Bantu were self-sufficient. The herrenvolk 
were forced to come to them as outcasts, locking for shelter and a plot to 
stay in. With this approach they would gel: a few recruits and start a fight, 
adopting the age-old policy, * divide and rule! * 

The Africans are still fighting this policy to this day. With the aid of 
missionaries the herrenvolk divided the people * The work of the missionaries 
was to make fanatical christians, pseudo-intellectuals and. semi-whites oujr of 
the Africans, These types would feel a gratitude towards the missionaries and 
hence to all herrenvolk and abandon the idea of fighting against people who 
had helped them. It was said that a little knowledge is a dangerous thing and 
that too much of one thing causes a badness ( as a fruit becoming too ripe )• 
So now these people were to form the cancer that was introduced "oy the 
herrenvolk to eat into African solidarity. 

The African people found out the true nature of the missionaries. They 
understood that the missionaries were not their friends. The missionaries 
had to find out who the social weaklings were end use them as instruments to 
make their way into the solid, society of the Africans. These social weaklings 
( sell-outs ) were the fanatical christians, pseudo-intellectuals â d semi-
whites. They posed as liberators-



This period marks •: " •' De^i^ing of the Ap'KhC, This body could not 
succeed in being /toe true to its aim. Its lori.er-ehip was led by the 
philanthropists ( liberals and missionaries ). The people could not ::-oeog-
nise the sell-outs* They thought that they meant to do good end thus gave 
then a chance, Shis was an illusion on the part of the people. 

Education amongst the people was to make all 'die difference. The st< "iy 
of history brought -the people analogous positions in other countries and uhus 
came about the Scientific and Progressive approach to liberating the people* 
There could he no progress if the people did net see into the veneer of the 
Misleadership and break down the slave-mentality of the Misleadership. This 
was the route that., progress took* The milestone was reached when the All ~ 
African Convention was formedo The function of the Convention might well 
have been to show the people the type of leadership it had been having and to 
show it at the suae time, /proper leadership. Having boon exposed the.mis- ' 
Readers broke away from Convention and immediately organised themselves into 
something !!BIG-H. This something big.? culminated in the political scandal 
they pcrpertrated in the Defiance -Fiasco* 

So far I have not boon stating the facts of history but have only been 
reading with you between the linos, the main topic in the discussion being, 
"Divide and Rule" and "Herronvolk instruments11. 

Retribalisation, the title of tuts paper? is the implementation of the 
policy of Divide and Rule and the method of implementation revoald the 
instrument3 used. 

a She Herronvolk have adopted a series of Acts against the people. In 
those acts are included the Pass Laws: Iroup Areas Act, the "Bantu Education Act, 
Bantu Authorities Act. There ar .- many cf these Acta but I shall confine 
myself to these few, 

The government literature puts it that the inception of the pass law was 
due to the necessity of controlling the African population and providing a 
safe-guard against theft of stock* Prom the pass law lias developed the more 
vicious system "of present day society• This abominable and degrading 
instrument of Kerrenvolk oppression has now been extended to our womenfolk. 
The passes have to have inside-your-life history,ethnic group .and tribe. 
This .having of the ethnic group and tribe is to facilitate retribalisation. 

The Croup Areas Act has to ensure that the various groups have areas where 
each group is isolated from the other* in the towns it assumes ethnic grouping 
in locations* You find a location subdivided into groups and this encourages 
faction fights in which the police enter as mediators* 

The Bantu Education Act is double-edgedf It is meant for child-doping 
and retribalisation. Ethnic grouping in schools facilitates ethnie grouping 
in the later stages when these children will have grown to adulthood• As for 
child-doping, the government wants to encourage it "by bringing into action 
quisling teachers, because the teachers who have a .-groundring in universal:, 
democratic standards of education are being sacked systematically., Under this 
Act there have come into being the offices of sub-inspectors. This is a 
quisling office and takes only those ja-baas educationists, the pseudo-
intellectuals, The leading educationists, men who have always maintained a 
high standard of work in the teaching profession, are being dismissed* This 
is because not one of them would agree to give education the peculiar meaning 
which the government want it to. have. It is here, in this Act, that we 'shall 
find herronvolk instruments at work. The Bantu Sub-inspectors, the Bantu 
School Boards are all there to implement retribalisation* 

These offices lead us on to oho Bantu Authorities Act. There is a list cf 
Authorities which the ordinary African has to obey. These' authorities have ah 
their head the Bantu chief. He is the spearhead of this * author!tism*. The 
herronvolk disregard tno fact that the Africans are living in an industrial 
world and economic conditions do not allow for paying allegiance to, petty 
authority. 

With modern progressive weapons such as the Boycott and the solid policy 
of Non-Collaboration with the standard of achievement aimed at in the IC-pt, 
Programme, l?th century policies cannot survive, The Policy must he adopted 
and the weapon used for the achievement of our aims*. 
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UNIVBE"!';1'" EDUCATION _IH__A GHA£G-IIirr__SOCIETY 

(Address delivered at a conference of Natal Universi+y Students) 

WHAT 0? I'l.j/i FUTURE? 

"When I use a word", Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, 

"it means just what I choose it to mean - neither more nor less. 

"The question is." said Alice, "whether you can make words mean so 

•many different things." 

. '"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master -

that's all." 

And again later: 

"That's a great deal to make one word mean", Alice said in a 

thoughtful tone. 

"When I make a word do a lot of work like that," said Humpty 
• Dumpty, "I always pay it extra." 

Ur/ha-opily, we cannot like Humpty Dumpty pay our words overtime rates, but| 
we could avoid' confusion by stating what we mean when we employ certain 
contentious terms. During the course of this evening we snail use the terms 
"education", "a changing society", and "the future" very iroquently. Ih«. 
question 1st What do we mean when we employ these terms. I would . w e , 
therefore, to begin by giving, an broad outline, some idea of what I me.n whon 
I employ these termsv 

First of allj, siM^LA^^M2^Mj>2P9 

Ho doubt one could produce a very blase definition of this rather over
worked word, and repeat the old formulae that it is the means whereby knowledge 
is acquired; that it prepares the child, later the youth, for his role in 
society, to equip him for his moral and social responsibilities* And so o % 
and so forth* As I see it, education is no more than the passing on, from 
tone generation to another* of the accumulated experiences of mankind as a whole 
In other words, it is the specific application of knowledge. 

As* man emerged from the swamps and gradually went through the pro-cases of 
growth from walking on four legs to standing upright, from survival over an 
ice age and all its hideous monsters into this age of warmth and comfort, 
from scratching/the soil for slugs and other edible foods to keep his body . " 
together un%ir now when he can have a choice of epicurean delights, life has 
always presented him with a bitter and unrelenting battle with nature and his 
natural enemies. At the root of this struggle was the fight for survival• 
And in it man has had to develop new techniques not only of increasing the . 
yield of the earth, but of diminishing the amount of .labour spent in 
production - in order to creat the leisure time so necessary for the develop
ment of intellectual techniques and the cultural benefits that flowed from it. 
He had to learn to distinguish oetween what was time consuming without being 
profitable, and what was efficient without undue expenditure of energy• 

It is this ability to differentiate, the accumulation of all this 
experience, more often than not purchased very dearly at a cost of untold 
suffering and privation, usually based on a method of trial and error, that 
today'for^.s the sum total of our knowledge* The transmission of this,* 
experience is edu^ati-n. 

looked at in this light, education is a concept as wide as mankind iuself. 
For it is the history of man. 

The other concepts I want to deal wiuh aro, iihat do. we moan by a changing 
society? and what do wo expect from the future? 

Firstly? however, what is our present society? I fool that this is a 
question we could profitably spend the rest of the night discussing but 
unfortunately we cannot do so here. And I want to make the statement,without 
any attempt at elaboration, purely as a statement of facto 

South Africa today is a world of inequalities, of oppression and tyranny. 

F ' 
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|# patter how many ti.̂ es and with what eloqticno: the words "Democracy11 ? and 
^-western civilisation/' -re paraded before us, as members of an oppressed 
group$ we know too well what those thing's really axe* We Ifvo in a- society 
where life for us ±3 bestial, dohurnani*joi and tyrannical* 

The important thing* however* is what is our attitude .flowaro change? 
And wnet do ~'~e expect from that change? I submit-, that we nr& '/faced, with 
three alternatives* 

' The first of these is that we fear change and want only the continuation 
of the present system that society should always retain its' pyramiddical 
form with a white ape:;;: and a black base,. 

jjjT; Wf want a cl wage only insofar as the grouping inside I'hat pyramid 
is concerned. We v..-u.wj; the present horizontal bar to be replaced by a 
vertical ono$ allowing a flight numbei of the blacks from be.lcw to rise vria 
a carefully controlled valve to their separate portion of the apex* Such a; 
valve being represented by a leaded vote and a host of other devices* 

jDr, finally* we can want that toe whole contents of the. pyramid undergo" 
radical change and have the bar in any form oY; position whatsoever removed 
altogether; 0h? horror o:p horrors - ?e can want^ as the Prime Minister so 
eloquently says: A coffee coloured South Africa;; 

And depending on what we want: on which of the alternatives wo choose -
so will oui' .attitudes :.;o this problem 0! education be coloured*, 

Wo shallP no doubt * hear nueh more abouttiw concepts oi. equality in 
both the educational -and socioj epical sense-, We shall be regaled with the 
usual pious platitudes about tin. equal out soparate society on the one hand; 
the common- society .on ; the othci: • Bui even the uoinmon society wall have its 
qualifications, mainly -deponder,! on the acquisition of a veneer 01 western 
civilisation* a smear of culture •*• and woe beside the cattle who have not • 
acquired this* It ir; apposifcu to oouxnu ourselves of the lines of 
George Orwell % 

!?A11 animals are equal? but some are more equal than others*
 ? 

Transpose the word °ir,onn for !!ananals",. and: yoirl 1 • know what 1. mean- Here 
we have the Humpty Dunroty Usage at its best* A common society can mean-
exactly what wo choose it to mean ~ oven if we have -to pay overtime rates* 
I would 3ik^ to st.ate., thor.eforo,. thaw whan T aae 'the w:>?--l, l-â ar. .tacniiraeaf 
in the liberal sense •• u socrer,;,. shorn of all rheQ uaiitres •• "based .on the-. 
precept that all men awe born equal"'and. are. entitled to squajftv of 
opportunity without restriction- of anj kind* esfaarhaliy without restriction 
based on race? colour, creed OT seoc* 

It is against tea. s background boat I propose morel}/ to throw out ame 
thoughts on. this complex subject; "TTo.iv'ersity Bdnchtrori in a changing 
Society - What of the ?uture?!1 

In the context of our definition of• education we have to eaarninc nhe-
dual aspects of content and function* and in /wrier co dc so I ooaid like to 
go back to my definition of education. That' dojatnitiou gives efucatloa a 
social function, 

In a society dominated by fear, vrood* oppression,; it has become 
essential that education, or s.aeh of it that is doled out*, wherhar in primary 
schools or secondary institutions* be regarded as the right' of ine privileged, 
and the privilege of the oppressed* And'•.such o:p it that does filter down to 
the oppressed is carefully and rigorously censored'., in order that the oppressed 
learn to < ocept their station in life, that .they develop an attitude of mind 
complacent and wif lira to accept bhe occasional crumb that falls from the 
table of the overlord, GO accept !;he sop' that is forever dished, out. to 
accept the. concession • instead of demanding the. full and unequivocal 
extension of all the fruits of civilisation that mankind as a whole has 
developed. . it is this attitude of nind that has been classified as "mature*; 
•as ̂ 'reasonable"* as opposed to the irrationality, the blood.hirsty~ 
revolutionary attitude uhat refuses tc accept a separate voter51 s roll yr a 
loaded voie* 

It is an this set ring thaw university education-has such a vital role 
to play* 
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In ancient soeice., education was a hapha^e'••! affair, Usually a 
primitive accumulation '"' knowledge xx a family .̂••,•;• tribal •settling,. However, 
as society doveiopoe ^his diffusenesa in eeluo '...ti JA became iixiited* Ae ?;he 
division of labour surged, so *<o-fand the fireg; o:â an:*oed systems of 
educ'-feLon* xhe handing on. of t.otiuir̂ r1 techno onoa elear' 
of schoolx working to clearly defined ends* 
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completely refused Mu&ajushwana a private interview with his people (actually 
his wife and brother I, - -•* their attorney« 

And so the !!caseil began* " Hartley, the complainant, gave evidence 
first and said that ha vns keeping some four thousand sheep c^ his farm* 
Tweny-two were stolen in January and after some time, Mugrushwaha went to 
him and confessed thai he, together with Johnsile and Kekiy had stolen the 
sheep on a particular night and divided them, among themselves. Next 
Mugqushwana was called* He \] ) admitted that he had stolen the sheep? and 
(2) said \ie was together .with Johnsile and Neki? and- (3) alleged that his 
wife and son knew all about thxa* He was convicted and thereupon became 
the sole chief witne^j for the Crown against Johnsile and Neki» 

..,.r>«, o-O-O •-0- 0-0-0-

Then came the co 3 a against Johns! J e and .He-:;.,, Mugqushrana, the . 
chief Crown witness .-amply gave evidence that ho and these two had stolen 
the sheep together*' He gave 0 full, detailed and. on the surface, 
reasonable and credible story of how it had all happened. So all that was 
required was the evidence-of at least one witness to corroborate 
Mugqushwana!3 story0 - Maduna? lugqushwana's.son and herd-boy, was called 
to the witness box. At this juncture the case assumed a dramatic change* 
The boy told the Court that (lj he did hot know Johnsile and E'eki, as 
alleged by his fathers (2) they never went to fetch any sheep from his home, 
as alleged by his father.} o ) no >2 Atex) or any. lesser number, were ever 
introduced to his fauicr's fold during January,. In otter words, his father 
never stole any 22 sreop which he brought to mangle with his fold, in which 
case the herd-boy would have known of it.-, 

At this PGvela.irn, the pMieemoc jumped out of their chairs in 
complete amazement, Their n^y./z resort- was to present to the Magistrate a 
statement which the} had taken from the boy? as their witness, in which 
statement he was agreeing with his father!s, allegations. The boy there 
and then told the Govt that ho had made that statement under "Police 
pressure, that when j:,.* had. at first ^toted that he knew nothing about these 
sheep he had been thrashed and -pinched and told to "speak the truth",: 
whereupon, in tears, he finally* accepted what the police were telling him 
as "the truth", At ^ his... juncture j confused ae; were the police and the 
prosecution, the attorneys who were appearing frr the two accused-, applied 
for their accused !s o.Uioharge* which the Magistrate had no option but to 
grant uncer the eiro'arru; .aneos, . '• 

After the case, "olansiic and Neki gave the whole story ct what had led 
to Mugqurawana changing his stend anc pleading ,<uilty. In gaol, it came 
out., they wore subjev. i,od to pressure and violence in the greatest measure* 
At the break of dawn everyday- the police would come to them and say* .-.Praat 
die waarhoid, Kafflx v Jj het the skx>pe gesteel-" and then they would 03 
stripped naked and chapped into a o.am that conveniently, exists in the 
prison area,, There, poor felDows, at break of dawn and in winter, they 
would have to swim and, on coming out. either .,1'raat die waarheid", or 
undergo corporal punishment, or else return to the danu 

And this was how Mugqushwana,, ogainst whom there was not the least-
evidence connecting him with •;,.:o theft of the sheep; co.me to plead guilty 
and agreed that his attorney's services be witharawtio' 

All for this,, and only fc- this,. Mugqushwana* 3 wife and sen must 
suffer the privation:- of his ah^ence ier a yea:'/ o.nd six months when he will 
be servin;; the sentence for having, on his admission, stolen 22 out of 
4,000 shc?.p belonging to a Kara.ley* Ail for this, and only ;:or this, 
Mugqushwana has eai-o •••:«). the lif e-preirr. urn of a conviction as a iftock- thief, 
a crime of which, fc • obvious *.-̂ asona, the South African courts take a very 
serious view* 
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As the struggle between the masters and -their slaves flow--:, to 
d< syonjra -iiie v;: "o jo:a; ;e >OO„ •> ,v a

1 e h_^ in. a ' . I 
inci ants are a, manifestation of a dying society/* and of an emergent 
On the on: ;:°ndr we experience rare excrescences -and • the..denlb gains 
decadent ^^.^cnvoLa • ' • J5 , en the other hand*, . e experience o 
.revenge a . the birth-grains of " virile liberatcry moven;?̂ :to-
order is-b?ing bled • tie by ab< libra atory moeriirrrt , but it a 
to length-r.: its leaf-'. ..:(? life tar at least one : eneury; nay, 
one decade 

More a.--cannot :-:\y on this., OXJO.V;; that x:.e norrenvolk kn 
well that- i :;a iyranra.a..'. , rougb shoo riles are b-ê tag brought t 
the road. At the.t:wa. of wr:- a rag, tiij-y are f ag>;r-.ng with the 
the'wall,.-. . They are oba;Derate- --.a a baaee at baa. They will 
nothing,!,, .their atiea/.. aa to cca-aoliac •,.•< theiv battering, strowr-doll system 
of exploitation* 

Take a glance at the number of laws they aer e passed to .molest the 
lives of lane' non«-nahi\r-a by ^aiee-lonee >epe, plunder* oppression,, suppression 
and exploitation*- be 7k at th- higb-y.auded manner in which they murder 
education for non-wire: ;sI The buoy/' of their madness knows no bounds? 
Many of oie best tcr * . -a and - -o'/O end or of r. ar children hare been 
mercilessly burned aeba the sire -as?

 v'.ot for any treacherous daads5 bu.t 
for the execution and aarsuaneo ;f the -one is et democratic caseation in 
a democratic society • So in leas 'hIomecraticn routh Africa*, it has become 
a crime te be demooxav : <: in oaf . aok,. 

A ruling class bh.>b makes >a"'aer<-iee;reasing lews against a ecation ef 
it people* which lab,;!.; as criminals ail the members ef the ration who are 
oppressed? which camr :- face a.ee alee- the cr:» theisms of its enrod, is, 
judged by all standaro -.a doorneo :,b dea:;bu and is outmoded* 

With as* the day,- ef terra., i sauio;.; are day:-. <,g the past. 
Par from indulging in be mean : e.errereol.k tare be* as ef terrorise .ion, we are 
stating hiaborical be,, aCj as they present "themselves to us* baa from 
frightenina the non-vl"" aes? there etnpr •evoked dati.' a as are serv-jew.-* to 
sublimate a:..o anger <' ah- slaao^ against their ,_-, el masters, Hie pioacst 
meetings against the is ;eb .< 1 n on- white teiv' **a en a ef now-white 
students hare been an indication ef tb ̂  concrettaatiou ef.thie ahead - the 
determinate; on of the epic te e figa ting ra. nr than on a 

The £aa aty of laaag Afri-a„ e',r.uaea.s b;.r.t a,a; bene el the 
Affairs Department ar e -af the a,: to .Pre ;• aneial ^ministration in auanu-
dismissing the 'educators of the notice., brem tb.abe • pes ts« We 
the strongest ±er:as? ;e-e dlsmjeanl ui i/bs?rs, beanie hies and Van -Sche; 
from their rests whcea 
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Again, we deplore-" the five, years' ban place-;? upon Mr.« Tahaava, We 
deplore Jt not only beeause we subscribe to the democratic ideas inat 
Mr« Tabata holds, but primarily arcane- this re a, eentanuatioa eb the 
campaign of a totalitarian Souih Africa, to asson .. c all freedom cap thought, 
speech, press and assoebation ar this •••-.ro-cont'.n-a-./r« We proteal- and demand 
that this ban be liftoe and tlra. the eaar a J >i sea a»achers should ee reinstated. 

We sound this waaaing to all those^ who are a:'. m.Ld to take aae bull by 
the horns, --hat? it i ̂  eour tiaa: tomorrowl fie- aiers aĵ e fraaGing against 
free thinking* not sa ao.eh for 2 rj owe ealce than ^e a step towa-es making 
slave labo avers out (-•" a.:-' all- aaey a ̂ ai us for solving their labour 
problem. Viewed fro; tbi? pe>ar.a-ecti-ve, it blowers crystal-clear .why it 
is not only C^A^i.A. ,; earners w:i hoo/e been erpelbed; why they wave 
summarily dismissed aae leading "''.L.S.A* efficialSj and why they have now 
sentenced ilr« fab a t a, 

You can kill a aiaafs bedya but you cannot kill his soia > Once kindled5 

you cannot extinguish the ideas that maa holds,. One bvaay of eejaaing tb.u 
problem no a facing the Herrenvelk is the- granting of the 10-Point Programme-
But by its rery nature and basis, herronvolkism cannot do thi>-.. The bo ore ay 
ef Young Africa allies itself with the people and. organisations which aire 
under the devastating are of Damocles, wielded by a desperate Herrenvelk., 
Take heart in the saying of the anjient Remans: 

Those whom the 0.00̂  wish be destroy they first" nake email 

k 


